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in this minecraft 1.1.2_01 alpha you will be given the option to fix your fps, including changing it
from 30 to 60, allowing it to run more smoothly at lower resolutions. this version also fixes the

dragon spawn and ore magnetization bugs, preventing these mobs from spawning. the sniper bug
has been fixed, allowing you to crouch when viewing the minimap when you have multiple players,
and also you can now view the minimap in the terrain when you are not in the game-world. this is

the last alpha version that will be uploaded for minecraft alpha 1.2, until the upcoming alpha 1.2a on
november 23, which is on pstarr's servers. the first alpha version of minecraft 1.1.2 will be available

to the public on mojang servers on september 22, 2010. with a perfect score, you can download
alpha version 1.2. even though it is just an alpha version, the bugfixes were great. alpha v1.12_03
released on october 19, 2010, had some neat fixes such as cropping the display, minimizing the
map, and addition of new snowy biomes. this is one of the very last pre-release versions to be

uploaded to mojang's server. until minecraft 1.2.0, beta versions would not have been released to
the public. this update is a small one, and only fixes bugs. there was a new terrain biomes pack

introduced that has six new biomes. these new biomes are sand, desert, savannah, jungle, snow,
and grass. the bugfixes were a bunch of ones dealing with various issues, such as the blitter method
being redone, a bunch of bugs with ore crystal generation, etc. these were fixed in this beta version.
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Unlike Beta, Minecraft will not release a version numbered 1.0.1, as this is an official Mojang version
and any future release will be numbered as such. Many of the minor changes and bug fixes in 1.0.0
will be carried over to Minecraft 1.0.1, the first pre-releases of which will be for all platforms. Since it

is a pre-release, the full Alpha version number of 1.1.0 will only be used for the pre-releases of
Minecraft 1.0.1. The Command System was added and was the first major feature added, and the
first major new feature was the Layer System which gave the player the ability to make it so mobs
did not spawn in certain layers. Added in January 2011, the dynamic lighting system is one of the

most well-known features of Minecraft and is a core part of the game. It also allows players to
change the direction in which the sun is placed, making it the most expensive thing in the game. The

2.8.0 update to the Launcher and client on February 21st added the Teleportation System, which
allows players to teleport from one block to another by using a portal, which can be found by mining

Iron or Stone Ore. The 2.10.0 update to the client on June 15th added the Static Displacement
System, which allows objects to fall smoothly, which is useful if falling on top of each other. The

Distance based effects system was created in June 2012, which allows players to change the effects
of a block depending on the distance from it; this is also useful for building by placing blocks at the

bottom of your world. 5ec8ef588b
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